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                  	


      
This chapter seeks to reveal some of the institutional dynamics of film festivals 
by focusing on the programming sections of the Pusan International Film 
Festival between the years 1996 and 2005. The chapter specifically aims to 
illustrate how the programming of national/regional sections is closely tied to 
the political, economic, and social interests of the institution. While PIFF has 
served as a showcase for Asian films by evoking a strong Asian identity to 
differentiate it from other counterparts in Asia, the festival has equally striven 
to promote the national film industry by acting as a gateway to the global 
market for those Korean films placed into prime sections. By examining the 
tensions between the “national” and the “regional” in PIFF’s programming, this 
chapter explores how the festival is attempting to stake out its own unique 
position within an ever/changing global landscape.  
     The international recognition of Korean cinema
 
has mainly been 
achieved through an increased presence on the festival circuit in the West and a 
concurrent growth in the national film industry since the 1990s. In conjunction 
with this global visibility of Korean cinema, PIFF has established a firm 
                                                          
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position in East Asia in a relatively short period (i.e. since its inception in 
1996) to serve as a showcase for Asian cinema. Recent scholarship on Korean 
cinema tends to agree on the key role that PIFF has played in promoting 
Korean cinema and its globalisation.
1 
Consequently, the evolution of PIFF is 
very much interrelated with the boom in the Korean film industry and its 
increasing visibility worldwide. However, despite the importance of the close 
links between PIFF and the Korean film industry, existing scholarship in this 
area largely elides any sustained empirical research on the relationship itself. 
That is, it has largely been taken for granted that PIFF’s success is a result of 
the success of Korean cinema or, conversely, that Korean cinema’s global 
success is a result of significant support from PIFF. Nevertheless, in spite of the 
keen connection between the two, neither assumption can fully explain the 
distinctive relations between Korean cinema and PIFF without further 
empirically verifiable research. 
     As Julian Stringer observes, just because a festival is internationally 
established and successful, it does not necessarily imply that the national film 
industry will follow suit.
2
 In this regard, European film festivals and PIFF 
differ significantly in their relations with their respective local film industries. 
For example, Derek Elley, senior critic of , states that PIFF was 
                                                          
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“exceptionally lucky” as Korean cinema has been growing remarkably since 
the 1990s compared to its counterparts in other nations. Elley further claims 
that although the International Film Festival Rotterdam (IFFR) tried to promote 
Dutch cinema on the international film market through its own festival site, it 
failed to reverse the decline in the Dutch film industry.
3
 
     In this context, the particular relationship between PIFF and Korean 
cinema requires serious consideration and raises important questions. How do 
PIFF and the Korean film industry interrelate? If PIFF has played a role in 
promoting Korean cinema, how specifically and to what extent has the festival 
functioned in this respect over the decade? How did it correspond to individual 
Korean filmmakers’ self/positioning strategies aimed at breaking into the 
global film market? And finally, how does it relate to the Asian identity that 
PIFF has established as its festival identity?  
     To answer these questions, a close examination of the key sections of 
PIFF will act as a useful baseline to understand the complex negotiations of the 
contemporary Korean film industry within a local/global context. First, the 
chapter looks at Korean films in two key sections: the Opening Section and the 
Korean Panorama.
4
 Between 1996 and 2005, three Korean films were shown 
in the Opening section: 		
 (2000),  (2001), 
                                                          
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and  (2002). 		
is of particular interest for 
this chapter as the film offers a discursive site to demonstrate the substantial 
transformation of the Korean film industry. This shall be followed with a 
consideration of the Korean Panorama, examining how PIFF reacts to 
developments within the local film industry. Lastly, pan/Asian programmes 
such as New Currents and A Window of Asian Cinema will be interrogated to 
discuss the ways in which PIFF has utilised a regionalisation strategy to 
respond to changing industrial circumstances.  
 

Despite the significance of the roles that festivals have played in global film 
culture, there has been little research on programming itself. In her recent essay, 
“Film Festivals, Programming, and the Building of a National Cinema,” Liz 
Czach specifically discusses how the festival programming process at the 
Toronto Film Festival is related to the Canadian film industry and Canadian 
cinema. Developing the concept of “critical capital” from Pierre Bourdieu’s 
“cultural capital,” Czach argues that a film’s critical capital is accrued and 
often determined through the film’s placement within the festival structure as 
well as from being screened at prestigious film festivals such as Cannes.
5 
As 
                                                          
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she asserts, a focus on national spotlight programmes is common in every 
individual film festival because it promotes the national film culture to the 
global film market. Furthermore, the slot where a film is placed often 
determines its hierarchical position and indicates the way in which each film 
may be circulated and interpreted in the global market.  
     In light of this consideration, opening films are significant since they are 
the first encounter with festival audiences, especially with film professionals 
and journalists. Opening films can attract more attention to the festival in terms 
of promoting the festival to the media and general audience, and through 
establishing its own festival image.
6
 Therefore, the Opening section often 
becomes the most prominent slot especially in non/competitive film festivals. 
Whilst it is the closing night with the winning results that generally gains the 
most attention in competitive festivals, the opening night in non/competitive 
festivals attracts a concentrated media spotlight with particular attention from 
the foreign critics and the public. At the same time, and exactly for the same 
reason, the reverse is also true. If the opening film fails to gain critical, public 
and industrial attention at the festival site, it may severely damage the 
reputation of the festival. Due to this risk, the decision/making process about 
the key sections necessitates great consideration. Under these conditions, 
                                                          
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placing a new local title into the opening slot reflects a strong nationalistic 
concern to place a special emphasis on the local film industry, and it contains a 
number of political dimensions and consequences.
7

     PIFF’s overall programme consists of nine sections:Opening/Closing, A 
Window on Asian Cinema, New Currents, Korean Panorama, World Cinema, 
Wide Angle, Special Programme in Focus, Korean Retrospective, and Open 
Cinema.
8
 As shown in the chart below, films in the opening section largely 
compromise some combination of Asian directors and films. It is noticeable, 
however, that the first opening film was  (1996), as this British 
film does not reflect the festival’s identity as “the platform of Asian cinema.”G  
Park Kwang/Su, deeply engaged in the selection process as deputy festival 
director when launching the first event, said the programmers were desperately 
looking for a “big, quality film” that could represent the event in that year.
9
 
Since the first PIFF waslaunched in haste as discussed in chapter 2, the 
emphasis was on a safe choice rather than on taking a risk with a less 
acclaimed film. For example, had just won the Palme d’Orin 
competition at Cannes a few months earlier and had already gained a Korean 
distributor.
10 
However, apart from this case, the section has tended to show 
new titles of prominent Asian directors such as Wayne Wang, Mohsen 
                                                          
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Mkhmalbaf and Hou Hsiao/ hsien.  

 !!"#$%%& 
Source: PIFF programme booklets from 1996 to 2005 

     As we can see, it was not until the fourth year of PIFF that the festival 
committee chose to open the event with a Korean film. 		
, Lee 
 Year Title Director Country 
1 1996  Mike Leigh U.K. 
2 1997  Wayne Wang France/UK/USA 
3 1998  Mohsen Mkhmalbaf Iran/France 
4 1999 		
 Lee Chang/dong South Korea 
5 2000  Buddadeb Dasgupta India 
6 2001  Bae Chang/Ho South Korea 
7 2002  Kim Ki/duk South Korea 
8 2003 		 Kurosawa Kiyoshi Japan 
9 2004  ! Wong Kar Wei Hong Kong China 
10 2005 
 Hou Hsiao/ hsien Taiwan 
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Chang/dong’s second feature film, engages with issues of trauma and recovery 
from the Korean historical experience, such as the Kwangju Uprising, the 
International Monetary Fund (IMF) crisis and the military dictatorship since 
the 1980s. On opening the fourth PIFF with this film, the programming 
committee ambitiously asserted: 
 
This year’s festival celebrates Asian cinema with the Korean    
entry of 		
 as its curtain raiser. Lee Chang/ 
dong, whose acclaimed " (1996) exposed the    
essence of Korean society, captures the process of  
recovering lost time with a new cinematic form.[…] Simply   
put, this film is a personal history of Young/ho. Through his  
character, however, we experience twenty years of Korean  
history. The changes in Young/Ho echo the turmoil in our society.’
11  
 
     Drawing most plaudits from foreign guests and local audiences, this film 
was highly acclaimed during the festival. At a press conference after the world/
premiere screening, director Lee said, “I am honoured that this film was 
selected as the opening film. Without PIFF, it would be impossible to screen 
Korean films including my film to many film professionals from the entire 
world.”
12
 Spurred on by the success at PIFF, it won multiple awards at the 
Karlovy Vary International Film Festival including the Don Quixote Award, the 
Special Prize of the Jury, the Network for the Promotion of Asian Cinema 
(NETPAC) Award as well as the Grand Bell Award for best film of 2000 in 
Korea. In addition, the film was invited to the Cannes Film Festival’s Directors' 
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Fortnight. On top of the critical applause, the film was successful at the 
national box/office.
13
 After being shown at PIFF and accompanied by 
significant support from the media, it was released to the general audience on 
January 1, 2000.  
     Alongside this critical success at several international film festivals,
14
 
the local media paid enormous attention to 		
 as the film 
suddenly became a phenomenon in Korean society and altered the broader 
cinema/going culture. The film’s realistic approach to a series of traumatic 
events in the 1980s began to attract a large number of viewers who were 
between thirty and fifty years old. As the main audience of Korean films has 
been generally considered to be females in their twenties, the film was 
celebrated for attracting attention from middle/aged viewers who rarely 
attended the cinema. Titled “Peppermint Syndrome Changed Cinema Culture,” 
one major newspaper article reported that “this film was highly spotlighted as it 
hugely contributed to digging up a niche market in the Korean film industry.”
15 
Among those audiences who had experienced the same historical 
circumstances depicted in the film, famous opinion leaders within the cultural 
arena such as Park Wan/seo (the renowned novelist) and Hwang Ji/woo (the 
poet) both appraised this film in newspapers. For instance, Park Wan/seo 
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acclaimed that “I found a deep consolation when I saw this film. Ah, a film can 
be made in this way! This film is truly a good example of Realism cinema.”
16
 
In addition, as a consequence of this phenomenon, a fan community called 
“People who Love 		
” was established.
17
 Although this was 
part of a media/orchestrated public/relations campaign, the group continues to 
be popular with its annual New Year Special Screening of the film attracting 
large audiences.  
     The success of 		
 was a turning point in PIFF’s 
programming and subsequent direction.
18 
Indeed, it gave PIFF (and the wider 
Korean film industry) some confidence that Korean films are able to appeal 
globally. Two years later, PIFF selected another Korean film, , 
for the Opening section in 2001. Director Bae Chang/ho was one of the most 
prominent directors of the 1980s. After his directorial debut#
	
(1982), he shot a number of box office hits including"$%& 
(1983'#((1984),and	)(1985). Based on a true 
story and a legendary Korean novel,  is a film about people 
who suffered during the Korean War and the ideological conflicts between 
democracy and communism during the fifty years that followed.  
     A similarity between the two films is worth noting. Although 		
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 uses a unique reversed narrative time scheme, both films engage with 
the history of South Korea in the latter decades of the twentieth century. This 
common element was confirmed as a trend when  was chosen 
the following year.  is a story about a soldier in an observation 
point whose greatest goal in life is to arrest North Korean spies attempting to 
infiltrate the coastal area. He mistakenly shoots a young villager who is having 
sexual intercourse with a village girl. The girl goes insane and becomes the 
observation point sex toy, while the guilt/ridden coast guard also suffers from 
mental problems. Hur Moon/yung, the programmer of the Korean section 




     These three films commonly demonstrate how national narratives are 




, lead character Young/ho’s 
innocence is destroyed by police and military brutality during the 1980s and 
1990s, while Private Kang inbecomes crazy as a result of the 
hair/trigger atmosphere of guarding the volatile North/South Korean border. 
The tragedy in  comes from the political situation in the 
divided nation and the prisoners of the Korean War. In this respect, despite the 
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specific textual differences among the three films, they all display an 
exploration of national history that is pertinent to an understanding of the way 
in which PIFF presents and promotes national films to the global market.
     Alongside the thematic similarity in their engagement with Korea’s 
national history as a divided nation, it is interesting that there was an attempt 
towards blockbuster filmmaking in bothand 
. It could be argued that by mixing national history with popular genres, 
these two films shown at the opening section reflect the same trend prevalent in 
contemporary Korean films since the late 1990s, as exemplified by  (Kang 
Je/kyu, 1999) and *+(Park Chan/wook, 2000). As Chris Berry 
points out, whilst utilising recognisable Western aesthetics such as the 
blockbuster model to appeal to global audiences, recent Korean films since the 
late 1990s have drawn on an interest in local political issues. As he argues:  
 
[B]oth of the most successful Korean blockbusters to date  
( and *+) provide a space for  
examining and exorcizing the anxieties associated with the division 




     For veteran director Bae, once one of the leading directors of the 1980s, 
was his ambitious comeback to commercial filmmaking by 
casting top stars Ahn Sung/ki, Lee Jung/jae and Lee Mi/youn. In a rare 
instance of local government funding, the film received financing from Koje 
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city in Korea and Miyazaki prefecture in Japan, which amounted to around 
twenty percent of the film’s total budget.
22
 Yet this film attracted praise neither 
at the opening screening nor on subsequent general release in Korea. Indeed, 
there was a significant amount of negative media coverage regarding the 
choice of as opening film.   
     Film critic Yang Yoon/mo complained to a major local newspaper: 
 
Firstly, PIFF made a critical mistake in selecting  
  as an opening film, since the film was full of cliché.  
 The film discouraged local audiences from being  
 enthusiastic about the festival and Korean films alike. The  
 festival committee, in particular, must not tie the current  
 human relationship to the Korean film industry or certain  




     And, journalist Park Eun/ju was equally critical: 
 
 It is doubtful that such a high/budgeted blockbuster like  
 , whose production cost amounted to a  
 staggering 4 billion Korean won, could incorporate the  
 festival's spirit about Asian cinema. The committee needs  
 to be aware that it is not obligated to screen a Korean film  




The quotations above indicate that a discrepancy exists between how PIFF 
prioritises a local title by placing it into a particular section and how it is then 
received at both global and local levels.
25
 Despite PIFF’s endeavour to 
highlight Korean films in the Opening section, the choices were not always 
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successful in satisfying the demand of the local film industry and audiences. 
     In # director Kim Ki/duk also attempted a blockbuster 
that wasvery different from his previous films by casting a big star, Jang 
Dong/kun, and invoking a strong political message but, ultimately, proved that 
“his films are hardly commercial blockbusters in Korea despite the 
considerable weight of the opening slot at Pusan.”
26
 Several extremely 
provocative scenes including brutal rapes and a miscarriage seemed to be 
unbearable to the audience.
27
 In fact, those scenes have always been typical 
characteristics of Director Kim. For instance, British film critic Tony Rayns 
describes his films as “sexual terrorism.”
28
 Ironically, however, and partly due 
to this aspect, his films were praised and awarded at major Western film 
festivals such as Venice and Berlin whereas they were turned away by the local 
audience.
29
 Furthermore, in contrast to this critical praise from the West, it is 
noticeable that PIFF never paid critical attention to Kim’s films until he started 
to gain an international reputation. In this context, PIFF’s choice of this film as 
an opening title gave rise to controversy as it symbolised a sort of official 




     Such a contrast in the reception of Kim Ki/duk’s films illustrates how 
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taste regimes operate in the process of festival programming: some films are 
included and others excluded according to the particular “taste” of the film 
festival. Indeed, festival programming and the notion of taste are closely 
related. Despite his rather journalistic approach, Kenneth Turan usefully 
describes the nature of the selection process at festivals: 
 
If there is one thing that is generally agreed about the official 
competition, it’s that the selection process is baffling at best […] The 
uncomfortable truth is that for a film festival that is the cynosure of 





    The festival programming process of decision/making can never be 
neutral. It depends highly on the current political, economic, and social 
interests of the institution. However, programming national sections tends to be 
treated as an exceptional occasion as it is bound up with a different agenda, 
what Czach describes as a “national interest.” She explains that “Personal taste 
and value judgements might be downplayed more often in national spotlight 
programmes than in other programming decisions as these decisions are in the 
national interest / so to speak.”
32
 If this is true, then how can one clearly 
explain the choice of Kim Ki/duk’s film as operating within this taste regime? 
A possible answer may become clear when Kim Ki/duk is compared with Lee 
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Chang/dong. The two directors show different pathways to reach global access, 
particularly in relation to PIFF’s programming. Whilst all of Lee’s films to date 
/"# 		
and , / were shown at the prestigious 
programming sections, none of Kim Ki/duk’s nine films from 1997 to 2002 
were ever invited to more important programming sections. For example, in the 
same programme catalogue in 1997, Lee’s first feature film " was 
shown at New Currents and accompanied with critical praise such as 
“characters share similarities that represent the distortions of Korean society,”
33
 
whereas Kim’s debut film  was allocated to Korean Panorama and 
described as “ is reminiscent of a painting, yet that doesn’t 
compensate for the lack of good storytelling.”
34
 
     Considering this situation, it is apparent that the world/premiere 
screening of  at the Opening section was an exceptional 
occasion. Furthermore, this decision seems to have been prompted more by the 
global recognition of the director rather than by PIFF’s self/motivated 
determination. In short, this process illustrates the complex negotiations of the 
festival’s taste regimes, particularly around notions of “national agendas,” and 
the complex, uneven and political process of programming. Furthermore, the 
discussion above reveals, the dilemma, which PIFF faces when programming 
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local films and the conflicting relationship with the local film industry. While 
the festival committee has tended to rely on established or globally recognised 
directors for the opening section, the Korean film industry has begun to evolve 
and grow rapidly both in terms of industry infrastructure and creativity.
35
 For 
example, in 2001 when was shown at PIFF, Korean audiences 
experienced huge box office hits such as "(2001), - (2001), 
./- (2001) and -01(2001). As Hyangjin Lee 
explains, a new trend which illustrates a kind of hybridism of commercialism 
and artistic experimentalism emerged in Korean cinema. She remarks:  
 
The hybridism of commercialism and artistic experimentalism 
is a significant factor in contemporary Korean cinema as it has 
successfully created its new identity politics in Asia. The 
creative adaptation of Hollywood dramatic conventions 




     In other words, as Berry points out, it is not only the type of film that has 
been driving Korean cinema’s international success that is different from the 
“new waves” of art cinema that made Taiwanese and mainland Chinese films 
well/known overseas in the mid to late 1980s.
37
 Moreover, as we saw with 
 and , the fact that a film is chosen and shown as 
an opening film does not necessarily imply that commercial gain or enhanced 
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reputation will follow. As Czach admits, although the programming process 
can be a crucial way to understand the important relation between film festivals 
and the formation of a national cinema, programming itself is only one of the 




     As illustrated above, an examination of Korean films at PIFF enables us 
to consider the particular conditions, considerations and criteria around 
decision/making processes. It also provides one of the indicators that may 
reflect the way in which PIFF attempted to promote Korean cinema to the 
global film market. However, to fully account for the key factors surrounding 
PIFF and the Korean film industry, it is important to trace the transformation of 
the contemporary Korean film industry since the 1990s. To demonstrate this, 
the example of 		
 will be considered again. This film can 
provide a contested discursive site to observe the transformation of the Korean 
film industry during this crucial period. Apart from consideration on a textual 
level, it also invites a number of wider questions; for instance, why was this 
film chosen from among the many new local titles, such as(Jang Sun/woo, 
1999),(Im Kwon/taek, 2000),/)23Bong 
Joon/ho, 2000'#43Kim Ki/duk, 2000),		5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(Hong Sang/soo, 2000),and(Ryoo Seong/wan, 2000), and 
why in this particular year, between 1999 and 2000?  
     To address these questions, it is necessary to pay attention to the period 
from the late 1990s to the early 2000s. For the Korean film industry, 1999 was 
the year when the first Korean blockbuster, , was released.
39
 The 
commercial success of and the subsequent large amounts of capital 
available for filmmaking quickly transformed the structure of the local film 
market. The emergence of PIFF became an important part of the local film 
industry as the latter was looking for a route to the global film market. As it 
marks the beginning of a crucial period for the Korean film industry that 
substantially transformed the industry, the positioning of 		

within this situation is significant.
40
  
     Firstly, the film was financed by UniKorea, a new investment firm 
founded in 1999.
41
 The importance of UniKorea lies in its founding members 
and target films for financing since it was created by actors and filmmakers in 




was the first film that UniKorea financed.
43
 As this shows, the founding of 
UniKorea indicates a space for niche products such as 		
to 
exist in, alongside the resurgent blockbuster and other popular genres in the 
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Korean industry. The legacy of UniKorea becomes most obvious in the 
presence of its cofounder, actor Moon Sung/keun.
44
 Moon starred in various 
works of New Korean Cinema, such as /6	5 (1992) and +
	/(1995), and also served as Vice Chairman of the newly launched Korean 
Film Council (KOFIC) in 1999.
45
 Alongside the transformation in structures of 
capital in the film industry, there has been considerable struggle between the 
so/called old and new generations in the local film industry in terms of 
governmental film policies. When the former Korean Motion Picture 
Promotion Corporation (KMPPC) was replaced with a body named KOFIC, 
the new leadership presided by members including Moon Sung/keun was 
challenged by older film professionals such as the former KMPPC president 
Yoon Il/bong and Kim Ji/mi, head of the Korean Motion Picture Artists 
Association. Although Moon had to resign due to resistance from the old 
generation, KOFIC had successfully taken the initiative and played a key role 
in establishing a new governmental cultural policy during this period.
46
 The 
unique position of UniKorea and the dramatic transformation in terms of 
cultural policy at governmental level at that time are intertwined with the 
position of 		
 in the local film industry. 
     Meanwhile, crucially, it is also helpful to look at the position and status 
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of director Lee Chang/dong in the local film industry. Following the previous 
screening of " shown in the New Currents section and subsequently 
		
 in the Opening section, Lee Chang/dong finished his third 
film , (2002) with the financial support of the Pusan Promotion Plan (PPP), 
a project market or a forum through which selected filmmakers pitch new 
projects to potential producers.47 This film was subsequently nominated for a 
Golden Lion at the Venice Film Festival and received the Special Director's 
Award in 2002. In this way, by exhibiting films in the New Currents (
"#1996) and Opening sections (		
#1999), and utilising the 
PPP fund(,# 2002', Lee has been closely involved with PIFF and used this 
to establish himself within the Korean film industry. The fact that Lee worked 
as Minister for Culture and Tourism between 2003 and 2004 further indicates 
the exalted position which he has gained in Korean society. As we can see, this 
case illustrates the ways in which the festival engages with particular 
filmmakers, offering a perfect marriage of interests between filmmakers and 
institutions. 
     Another significant point is that 		
 is the first co/
produced film between Japan and Korea to be followed by a theatrical release 
in both countries. Considering that there were still some restrictions in cultural 
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exchanges and collaborations at that time, a new finance initiative from NHK 
(Nihon hōsō kyōkai, Japanese National Broadcasting Corporation) determined 
the film’s distinctive position in the local industry. Despite their geographical 
contiguity, it is true that before the 1990s there was little cultural exchange 
among East Asian countries due to the colonial history, especially with Japan. 
For example, Japanese cultural products, including films, songs, and television 
programmes, were prohibited following the founding of the Republic of Korea 
in 1948, as illustrated in chapter 2. The position and success of 		

 should be considered within this political and historical context since 
there has been growing attention from the public on this sensitive issue. 
($6	 stressed this fact by reporting that: 
 
 Confirming its groundbreaking role in Asian cinema, the  
 Pusan International Film Festival will open on Oct.14 with  
 the first Japanese/Korean co/production to be released in  
 South Korea, organizers said Thursday. 		
,  
 directed by Korea’s Lee Chang/dong and financed by Japan  
 NHK, will premiere at the huge 5,000/seat outdoor theatre  
 as the first of more than 200 films to be shown at the 10/day  
 festival. It will be the first co/production to be screened in  
 South Korea since the country’s President Kim Dae/Jung  
 announced a gradual lifting of the ban on Japanese cultural  




In addition, at the Opening ceremony of 1999, a special message on the 
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importance of “cultural exchange” between Japan and Korea from President 
Kim was delivered on the big screen. After PIFF, 		
 was also 
screened in the opening section at the third NHK Asian Film Festival in 
December 1999 in Japan amidst a huge media spotlight. All these rhetorical 
and political circumstances around this film precisely mirror the transformation 
in the local film industry and show how these factors were activated and 
contributed to PIFF’s aim to promote Korean films and highlight the event. 
     The final point regarding PIFF and 		
 concerns the 
Screen Quota, a system which required Korean theatres to screen domestic 
films for between 106 and 146 days a year, claiming that, without it, 
Hollywood products would completely dominate the local market. When the 
United States demanded the removal of this system, it provoked an enormous 
defensive campaign from Korean filmmakers. Following the huge dramatic 
demonstration in Seoul, the fourth PIFF in 1999 provided a climatic moment 
for this nationalistic campaign by spotlighting the screening of , 
directed by Cho Jae/hong, a documentary film dealing with this very issue. By 
occupying PIFF square in Nampo/dong street in Pusan during the festival, local 
filmmakers fervently supported the quota system. Indeed, newly emerging 
members of the local film industry, such as Lee Chang/dong, Myung Kae/nam 
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and Moon Sung/keun, who were also key producers of the film, were always at 
the head of the parade. As the nature of a Screen Quota arguably indicates a 
strong nationalistic agenda, this was, ironically enough, the same place where 
Japanese films, that could now be shown, were enthusiastically received by the 
young audience. Consequently, the space where PIFF is located reveals a 
complex and contradictory interplay between the local and the global. Indeed, 
the screening of 		
 at PIFF in 1999 should be read within these 
new complexities caused by such transformations in Korean society. 
 
'()*+
Whilst Korean films screened at the Opening section over the past decade have 
mirrored some of the ways in which institutional dynamics interact with the 
local film industry, the Korean Panorama is the key to understanding how 
individual filmmakers have responded to these institutional dynamics. The 
emergence of PIFF in the late 1990s has become an important part of local 
cinema. For instance, there has been recognition that films shown and 
spotlighted at PIFF frequently achieve global distribution. However, as will be 
argued, this position has gradually shifted since many new local titles have 
begun to find a direct route to the global market without the mediation of local 
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institutions such as PIFF or KOFIC. 
     Within the overall festival programme structure, apart from the 
Opening/Closing sections, locally or regionally defined programmes generally 
receive less media attention and are even perceived as “ghettos.”
49
 
Furthermore, although a film may benefit from the critical, public and 
industrial attention that the festival brings to a national section, this success at 
the festival site does not necessarily lead to a consequent success at the local 
box office. For example, Czach succinctly analyses the way in which Canadian 
films at the Toronto International Film Festival are enthusiastically received 
and sold during the festival by creating “otherness” while they do not attract 
local audiences throughout the rest of the year.
50
 In contrast, however, the 
Korean Panorama at PIFF has been widely spotlighted by both foreign guests 
and local audiences since its inception. The Korean Panorama aims to 
showcase the latest spectrum of Korean films by featuring approximately 
twelve to fifteen films each year. As a number of international film festivals 
have similarly utilised their own national cinema sections to achieve overseas 
visibility, PIFF has attempted to manipulate this section so as to “break 
through” to the global film market. It is worth looking at the initial goal of 
PIFF. At the first event, Kim Dong/Ho announced the central goal of the 




 Finally, the first and foremost objective of PIFF is to present  
 and promote Korean cinema. For the most part, exposure of  
 Korean cinema has been limited to single film screenings at  
 individual festivals or week/long retrospectives at various  
 cinematheques around the world. From now on, however, we  
 will showcase the strength and complexity of Korean films  
 through our own self/determined and uncompromised film  
 festival. This, I believe, is also the most effective way of  




Such phrases as “exposure of Korean cinema” and “through our own self/
determined and uncompromised film festival” suggest the ways in which PIFF 
perceived the status and the problem of Korean cinema at the time of launching 
PIFF. Kim Dong/Ho’s words further emphasised that the “Korean Panorama 
reflects the most definite aim of PIFF, featuring outstanding Korean films made 
in the past year with the utmost artistic, commercial and critical merit.”
52
 
Unlike New Currents, which strictly limits its selections to only art/house 
cinema from Asia, the Korean Panorama operates with a broader remit to 
showcase a range of local productions.
53
 Thus, this section served to introduce 
a variety of Korean films to programmers and distributors from the Western 
film festivals. As a growing number of Korean films at PIFF participated in 
these major Western film festivals, the Panorama section became something of 
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a gateway to the West. The powerful position of this section can be attributed 
to the relatively strong possibility for global distribution. Consequently, it has 
led the local film industry to believe that PIFF can guarantee the exhibition and 
distribution of their products. Furthermore, it has become increasingly 
competitive to be selected as the opening/closing Korean films because many 
more local titles are being produced. In this context, the Korean Panorama has 
often been the only available section for the Korean film industry to exhibit 
films to the global market before theatrical release.  
     As many new titles have begun to be premiered at other prestigious 
international film festivals such as Cannes, Venice and Berlin, however, PIFF 
has started to lose its special position as a showcase for Korean movies, and 
since 2003 it has failed to stage the world premiere of any major local titles. At 
this point, it may prove useful to consider some examples. The majority of the 
films selected in the Panorama in 1999 had already been shown abroad before 
Pusan. In September of that year,  (Jang Sun/woo) had been in competition 
at the Venice Film Festival. In July, E Jae/yong’s ++00 had won the main 
prize at the Fukuoka Asian Film Festival, while Song Il/gon’s  had 
won the top prize at the 1999 Melbourne Film Festival. Also, Park Kwang/su’s 
7	 (4)had been screened in competition at Locarno. As 
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British film journalist Stephen Cremin notes, overseas guests no longer seem to 
visit Pusan to watch – let alone discover – Korean cinema. Indeed, in May 
2006, in addition to the world premiere of Bong Joon/ho’s (, Cannes 
attendees could catch over twenty different Korean films in the market.
54
           
     Meanwhile, there has been much criticism of the Korean Panorama 
focused on the small number of titles and the lack of diversity in the section. 
For instance, in 1999 the Korean Panorama featured eleven local films made 
over the previous year. Derek Elley commented that this section failed to 
encompass “the full breadth” of current Korean production.
55 
Tony Rayns also 
complained that, “there are many people who mainly come here to see Korean 
films, so they want to have a good panorama. Panorama should mean 
panorama, it should mean wider view.”
56 
 
     As seen in the examples cited above, the Korean Panorama was unable 
to offer the first showing of Korean films since several filmmakers constantly 
sought to establish an international reputation for their artistic achievements 
though securing a premiere abroad. Another clear example is the case of Park 
Chan/wook whose films have recently gained a strong reputation in the global 
film market.Although almost all films from  (1997) to 
	0
-8 (2002), and from , (2004) to the recent 
	0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 (2005) were shown at the Korean Panorama, not one of Park’s 
films was ever world premiered in Pusan. As this example illustrates, 
individual filmmakers and distribution companies have begun to present many 
local titles directly to the global market, more specifically to the competition 
sections of global festivals such as Cannes, Berlin and Venice, without the 
institutional support of PIFF. Being aware of this difficulty in premiering 
Korean films in the Panorama section, the festival has begun to find a way to 
adapt to a more competitive film festival environment by strengthening its 
Asian identity and remapping Asian films through its programming strategies. 
 
', -'
The world of film festivals is always in “a state of flux,”
57 
some older festivals 
vanish while new ones flourish.
58
 The Hong Kong International Film Festival 
(HKIFF), once one of the top festivals in East Asia, has been upstaged by its 
young and dynamic counterpart, Pusan, since the late 1990s. More recently, the 
position of the Tokyo International Film Festival has been threatened by its 
domestic counterpart in Tokyo, FILMex#initiated in 2000. Considering these 
circumstances, PIFF’s self/generating, self/reflexive manifestation of regional 
identification to differentiate it from competing festivals is notable. As argued 
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in the preceding chapters, PIFF’s strategy to survive the highly competitive 
global film industry is not only to link its festival identity to its city identity but 
also to develop this identity so as to integrate the region of (East) Asia through 
industrial links. Furthermore, this emphasis on regional identity reflects a wider 
shift throughout the region. PIFF’s reclaiming of Asian identity and Pan/
Asianism could be said to reflect an attempt to build up the idea of region as a 
unified entity as a strategy to compensate for the lack of internationally 
renowned directors in Korea, unlike Japan which has Ozu Yasujiro and Kitano 
Takeshi, or China which has Zhang Yimou. Thus, the concept has evolved from 
the vulnerable “in/betweenness” and “indistinguishableness” of Korea as a 
cultural entity.  
     From this context, it is notable that while PIFF has responded to local 
imperatives through local programmes, it has always equally stressed its 
position as an East Asian hub. In order to be a platform for Asian cinema, PIFF 
has established two key Asian sections: New Currents and A Window of Asian 
Cinema. Featuring between ten and twelve films, New Currents aims to 
discover talented Asian directors and to present a cash award of USD 30,000. A 
Window of Asian Cinema, covering between thirty and forty films, serves as a 
showcase for brand new and representative films by talented Asian filmmakers 
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with “their diverse points of view and style.”
59
 Although both sections focus 
on Asian films, each has a slightly different goal. Whereas New Currents, the 
only featured competition at PIFF, includes an award by utilising an ambivalent 
tactic of non/competition and competition system, as shall be discussed later, A 
Window of Asian Cinema aims to be a portal of East Asian cinema by 
extensively selecting Asian films ranging from Northeast to South Asia.     
As the programme catalogue states:  
 
 PIFF includes the New Currents Award to promote and  
 encourage emerging film talents from Asia by selecting the  
 best new film by an Asian director. First or second time  
 directors of a feature film are eligible. An international jury,  
 made up of eminent film professionals, judges films for the  
 competition with the award guaranteeing a USD 30,000 cash  




     Considering that PIFF has been classified as non/competitive according 
to the International Federation of Film Producers Associations (FIAPF),
61
 the 
dual operation of competition and non/competition draws attention. As argued 
in the previous chapter, under the regulation of FIAPF, once festivals are 
classified as competitive, they are not supposed to accept or exhibit films 
which have previously been in competition at other festivals. Due to this 
regulation, and in order to avoid disadvantages in supplying and screening 
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films within this system, some smaller, or newly opened international festivals 
tend to operate with less strict selection criteria in order to be categorised as 
non/competitive festivals such as the IFFR and Edinburgh Film Festival. In the 
same vein, as a recently launched festival in a non/Western region, PIFF had to 
self/consciously position itself as non/competitive to survive in the competitive 
global festival world which consists of uneven power and hierarchical 
relationships. 
     In fact, PIFF’s dual approach to this particular section seems to closely 
model the Asian programmes of the IFFR and Vancouver Film Festival. The 
IFFR is classified as non/competitive but includes the VPRO Tiger Awards, a 
competition for first or second features as a platform for discovering new 
talent.62 At each festival, an international jury grants three VPRO Tiger Awards 
consisting of Euro 10,000 each as well as guaranteed television airing in the 
Netherlands. Interestingly, the majority of the recent winners have been from 
East Asia including China, Japan and South Korea. For example, winning films 
include 
(He Jianjun, 1995) 962(Lou Ye, 2002) and /
(Han Jie, 2006) from mainland China; /0 
(Hasiguchi Ryosuke, 1996) from Japan; ((Amir Karakulov, 1997) 
from Kazakhastan; "(Hong Sang/Soo, 2000) 
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from South Korea; and -(Lee Kang/sheng, 2004) from Taiwan. 
Another similar case is the Dragons and Tigers: the Cinemas of East Asia 
section at the Vancouver International Film Festival. Asthe largest annual 
exhibition of East Asian films outside Asia,the festival has, since 1988, offered 
the Dragon and Tigers Award for Young Cinema to “the most creative and 
innovative feature by a new director from the Asia/Pacific region.”
63
 In terms 




     As Thomas Elsaesser observes, while the IFFR has pursued a platform of 
Asian cinema Asia and has played a role in “building bridges between 
Asian cinema and European audiences” as a specialty for two decades,
65
 
PIFF’s goal has been to be act as a platform for Asian cinema $Asia. That 
is to say, instead of dispatching films and people to achieve recognition from 
the West, PIFF has set up its own festival platform to attract western film 
professionals with a “self/determined point of view” toward its own cultural 
products.
66
 Although the HKIFF had played a key role in introducing Asian 
films inside Asia for about two decades, this role has been severely weakened 
since the late 1990s.
67
  
     Given these examples, PIFF has striven to establish its image as non/
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competitive so as to remain competitive in the festival world. At the same time, 
however, the festival has also deliberately extended its desire to create and 
brand its own new product, “made in Pusan,” by dually operating a competition 
system in the New Currents section.
68
 Equally, the festival has also highlighted 
its wide scope, in A Window of Asian Cinema, as a showcase of Asian films 
ranging from Northeast Asia to the rest of Asia. When PIFF was launched, it 
differentiated itself from its counterparts in Japan and Hong Kong by focusing 
on Northeast Asian cinema. As PIFF organisers announced in 1996: 
 
 PIFF emphasizes films from Asia, especially Northeast Asia.  
 In recent years, films from China, Taiwan and Hong Kong  
 have been acclaimed at international film festivals. Likewise,  
 filmmakers from Southeast Asia and Middle East countries  
 such as Iran, India, and Vietnam are also enjoying world/ 
 wide attention, proving that films out of Asia have improved  
 with each passing year. PIFF strives to further this exciting  
 movement and to discover and support promising  




     Yet this boundary has changed and rapidly expanded. Since 1997, the 
festival has started systematically to showcase Asian films by selecting Asian 
cinemas in the section “Special Programme in Focus.” For instance, in 1997, 
PIFF showed twenty/two films from Korea, Japan, mainland China, Indonesia 
and India at the Special Programme in Focus called “Early Asian Cinema: 
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Close Encounters with Asia's Past.” In 1999, thirteen films entitled, 
“Celebrating 20th Century Asian Cinema: 20th Century Asian Masterpieces” 
were introduced. In addition, in 2000 the festival ambitiously established a 
special series of screenings of Central Asian cinema, “Cinema over the Tien 
Shan Mountain: Special on Central Asian Cinema,” which covered the little/
seen cinemas of Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, and 
Kyrgyzstan. In the same year, PIFF also focused on Iranian cinema in its 
Special Programme in Focus “Salaam Cinema!, Films of the Makhmalbaf 
Family.” In such instances, and as the cinema of Central Asia had generally 
been elided since the collapse of the Soviet Union,
70
 PIFF attempted to cover 
this territory by actively including films from Central Asia and integrating 
them within an Asian/themed special section. 
     This expansionist tendency in programming can be understood, as 
Stringer notes, as one of the crucial components of the survival strategies used 
to differentiate a festival from other rivals in the same region.
71
 Consequently, 
the expansionism of PIFF, as a regionalisation strategy, utilises a wide range of 
tactics centred on programming. For instance, the tenth PIFF can be considered 
a significant moment in terms of its overall structure, identity, and position 
within a local, regional and global context.
72
 This event was accompanied by a 
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promotional crusade involving a massive 31 screens, 307 films including 122 
Asian films from 73 countries, the launch of the Asian Film Academy and the 
announcement of the launch of the new Asian Film Market in 2006.
73
 By 
aggressively programming Asian films in the name of “Remapping Asian 
+ Cinema: Asian Pantheon,” the festival has claimed its position as a 
critical hub in Asia, upstaging the existing Hong Kong and Tokyo festivals to 
become the portal for a first contact with “the other new Asian cinemas.”
74
 
     By contrast, the HKIFF recently attempted to redefine its festival identity 
in a different way. Celebrating its twenty/fifth anniversary in 2001, the festival 
organised a special programme integrating ethnic Chinese cinemas including 
those from mainland China, Taiwan and Hong Kong.
75
 In its subsequent year, 
the HKIFF deleted the key section named “Asian Vision” which showcased 
between fourteen and sixteen contemporary Asian films. Instead, films 
produced in the Asia region were now allocated to the Global Vision section as 
well as a new section named “Age of Independence: New Asian Film and 
Video,” an Asian digital competition. These examples indicate a struggle over 
the festival’s status and identity through self/consciously differentiating itself 
from its counterparts in the same region.
     This regionalisation strategy in programming Asian sections is closely 
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aligned with local (and regional) film industries, such as in the interplay 
between PIFF and the Korean film industry. On the industrial side, PIFF’s 
regionalisation approach was achieved by the PPP, a project market, which is 
one of the most distinctive marketing strategies allowing the festival to survive 
the dramatic transformations of the local/global film market. Since its 
establishment in 1998, the PPP has positioned itself as a gateway to Asian film 
projects by demonstrating that a number of previous projects have been 
completed, prizes awarded at other prestigious festivals, and distributed to the 
global audience. This will be discussed further in chapter 6.   
     In summary, to actively respond to the transformation of the local film 
industry and to survive the competitive environment of the global film market, 
PIFF negotiated its own position between the local and the regional film 




The recent momentum towards establishing PIFF as representative of East Asia 
reflects a change in the festival’s relationship with the global film market8This 
emphasis on regional identity also reveals a wider shift throughout the region. 
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Furthermore, the recent trend for co/productions on a transnational level in the 
region has challenged the idea of narrowly defined national values in East Asia. 
This chapter has tried to suggest how PIFF has negotiated its own position 
within these changing global/local dynamics by examining the festival’s 
ambivalent and complex programming politics.       
By placing Korean films such as 		
 (2000), 
 (2001), and  (2002) in the Opening section, PIFF 
attempted to utilise programming as a way of promoting national films to the 
global market. Among the three films, the chapter focused on 		

as this film usefully demonstrates some of the substantial 
transformations in the Korean film industry. The Korean Panorama section has 
also reflected these changes, as many of the films exhibited in this section had 
been previously premiered at Western film festivals. Alongside the 
programming politics in national sections, Asian focused programmes, such as 
“New Currents” and “A Window of Asian Cinema,” have reflected the way in 
which PIFF has utilised a regionalisation strategy to respond to these changing 
industrial circumstances through programming. To negotiate the new 
complexities emerging in the local film industry, PIFF has reconstructed and 
reinforced a pan/Asian identity as a way to appeal to the regional and the 
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global film industry. 
     However, the ambivalences of the politics of simultaneous 
regional/national identity precipitated by globalisation are intrinsically 
intertwined. These are frequently at odds with changing political, historical and 
economic contexts such as the Screen Quota movement and the lifting of the 
ban on Japanese cultural products. From this perspective, new complexities 
have spawned a drive for the festival to establish a new approach by expanding 
its strong sense of regionalisation in tandem with a transnational and 
globalisation framework. Furthermore, PIFF’s transformation in cultural 
politics seems to prompt shifts in East Asia, such as in the case of the Hong 
Kong and Tokyo Film Festivals’ attempts to reconstruct their status and 
identities. Indeed, the cultural politics of cultural industries in East Asia seem 
to moving from the national to the regional in order to participate more fully in 
globalisation. Overall, PIFF’s programming politics over a decade demonstrate 
how the festival has attempted to negotiate a place between the national and the 
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Appendix 5. PPP Project Accomplishments
(1998-2005) 
(project title/director/country)
The 1st PPP (1998) - 7 projects completed
The Student Spy / Hwang Chul-min / Korea
Thousand Dreams Such As These / Sudhir Mishra / India
The Road Taken / HONG Gi-sun / Korea
The Camel(s) / PARK Kiyong / Korea
Gojoe / Ishii Sogo/ Japan
Lagarista / Mel Chionglo / Philippines
Platform / JIA Zhang Ke / China
The 2nd PPP (1999) - 12 projects completed 
Unni / Murali NAIR / India
The Monkey / Aktan ABDYKALYKOV / Kyrgyzstan
Little Cheung / Fruit CHAN / Hong Kong
The Poet / Garin NUGROHO / Indonesia 
Address Unknown / KIM Ki-duk / Korea
Betelnut Beauty / LIN Cheng-sheng / Taiwan
The Ballad of Love / Farhad MEHRANFAR / Iran
The Circle / Jafar PANAHI / Iran
The Paper / Ding Jiancheng / China
The Face / SAKAMOTO Junji / Japan
The Unforgettables / SHINOZAKI Makoto / Japan
The Beijing Bicycle / WANG XiaoShuai / China
Paradise in the City / Tang Danian / China
The 3rd PPP (2000) - 9 projects completed 
Rice Rhapsody / Kenneth BI / Hong Kong
The Summer Palace / LOU Ye / China
Uniform / YINAN Diao / China
There Was Once A Time When / Viet Linh NGUYEN / Vietnam
Resurrection of the Little Match Seller / JANG Sun-Woo / Korea
All About Lily Chou-Chou / IWAI Shunji / Japan
Weekend Plot / ZHANG Ming / China
Mask de 41 / MURAMOTO Taishi / Japan
The Road / Darejan OMIRBAEV / Kazakhstan 
The 4th PPP (2001) -11 projects completed
The Moon also Rises / LIN Cheng Sheng / Taiwan
Living Fish / Bakhtiar KHOUDOINAZAROV / Tajikistan
One Summer With You / Xie Dong / China
My Right to Ravage Myself / JEON Soo-Il / Korea
One Night Husband / Pampika TOWIRA / Thailand
Monrak Transistor / Pen-ek RATANARUANG/ Thailand
Cry Woman / LIU Bingjian / China
Oasis / LEE Chang-dong / Korea
Border Line / LEE Sang-il / Japan
Nothing to Lose / Danny PANG / Hong Kong, China
The Bow / KIM Ki-duk/ Korea
The 5th PPP (2002) - 11 projects completed 
Story Undone / Hassan YEKTAPANAH / Iran
Woman is Mans Future / HONG Sangsoo / Korea
Coal Mine (Day and Night) /Wong Chao /China, France
Let the Wind Blow / Partho SEN GUPTA / India 
The Floating Landscape / Carol LAI / Hong Kong
Osama / Sedigh BARMARK / Afghanistan-Iran
Three Times / HOU Hsiao- Hsien/Taiwan
The Texture of Skin /LEE Sung Gang/Korea
Gie / Riri RIZA /Indonesia
Dam Street / LI Yu/China
Starfish Hotel / John Williams / Japan, U.S.A
The 6th PPP (2003) - 4 projects completed 
The Buffalo Boy (Mua Len Trau) / Minh NGUYEN-VO / Vietnam
Waiting for Nike /PANG Ho Cheung/Hong Kong 
Loft / Kurosawa Kiyoshi / Japan
The Aggressives / JEONG Jae-Eun / Korea
The 7th PPP (2004) - 4 projects completed 
Grain in Ear / ZHANG Lu / China, Korea
0430 / Roystone TAN /Singapore
Big River / Atsushi FUNAHASHI / Japan
Poet of the Waste / Mohammad AHMADI/Iran
Magdalena(Santa Santita) / Laurice GUILLEN /Philippines
The 8th PPP (2005) - 6 projects completed
Raised from Dust / GAN Xiao'er /China
Pure Coolness / Ernest ABDYJAPAROV /Kyrgyzstan
Tireless Mountain / KIM So-yong /Korea
Sakais Happiness / Mipo O /Japan
3 Days Forever / Riri RIZA/ Indonesia
Butterfly /CHANG Tso-chi / Taiwan
Source: The 8th PPP Projects (Pusan: 10th PIFF, 2005), 16-19.
     The official website of the PPP: http://ppp.asianfilmmarket.org/eng/main.asp
  (accessed April 27, 2008)
